Lithgow State Mine Railway
Route of the Black Diamond
Newsletter Number 3 - November 2013

From the Desk of the Chairman
Greetings
It has been some time since we have been able to get a Newsletter out to you for which we
apologise. However as most of you who have access to a computer may have already been
into our Facebook page which is pretty much updated daily and is a good place to find out
what’s going on. However there is always room for a good quality Newsletter………….thank
you John.
Much has happened in the last few months including the arrival of D34 to site after almost 12
months delay due to a considerable amount of work required on her bogies at Port Kembla
to enable her to travel on the Network to Lithgow. We have also taken delivery of 620 Class
Rail Car Trailer 726 which has been purchased to replace 761 which was destroyed by fire
back in October 2001. Both of these items will enhance our future operational capabilities.
Last month the Board of LSMR appointed Tim Elderton as our CEO. Tim had previously been our General Manager but in his
new role he has much more control over the operation of the Company as we prepare to become an accredited rail operator
next year. His charter is to grow the business in terms of developing a team and prepare the way forward as we work towards
gaining our accreditation as well as developing innovative ways to remain relevant and financially viable. Today there are many more
challenges facing preservation groups and as a result LSMR needs to be constantly looking for new and innovative ways to do
things. It is at this point that I need to acknowledge the support and assistance from the Lithgow Railway Workshop staff who have
also been lending a hand with a number of work packages on 2605 , BF343 and D23.
As the face of volunteering is also undergoing dramatic changes across the board we also need to adapt and look at different ways
to attract the people we need to ensure the vision we have for our railway is delivered. Partly due to our social media presence
there has been a very steady increase in interest in our activities both locally and outside the valley. This has translated into growth
of our membership base and new faces turning up at our regular working bees. There is a tremendous amount of work to be done
on our equipment with something to interest everybody even those with no experience.
We have also set ourselves a target to have a few items ready for display as part of this year’s Celebrate Lithgow in November.
Whether we are able to achieve our targets will very much depend upon you our volunteers to get us over the line. We are
holding regular working bees on Saturdays, the details of which are on our Facebook page and website.
For those new members joining us ………….I say welcome to the State Mine Railway family and look forward to catching up with
you on site at some stage.
Kind Regards
Michael J Wilson

Celebrate Lithgow 2013
Sunday 24 November
9.30am till 4.00pm

Eskbank Goods Shed and Station Forecourt
This year’s theme is “Back to the 50s” with the following displays;
·
1950s vintage diesel locomotives,
·
Restored historic 4 wheel wagons
·
Historic Railway trikes
·
Model Train Displays
·
Refreshments in a railway Buffet Car
·
Exhibition of Plans for the new railway museum to be developed at the Eskbank Locomotive depot site.
·
Sausage Sizzle
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News
English Electric Loco D34 arrives at State Mine
We had previously announced the recent
purchase of English Electric Locomotive
D34 from Blue Scope Steel. at Port Kembla.
After a number of technical adjustments
on site, including the fitting of new springs
and preparation for and the passing of a
twist test administered by RailCorp, the
locomotive was finally transfeerrd to its
new home at State Mine overnight on 31
July. D34 was towed from Port Kembla to
Lithgow by an Southern Shorthaul Railroad
G Class loco and initially stowed in the
Goods Shed at Eskbank before making the
final leg to the Workshop at State Mine.
D34 is in pretty good condition externally
but needs some remedial body work and a
coat of paint. Mechanically D34 appears to
be fine and following some attention in the
Workshop should start with no apparent
problems expected.
Further details of restoration work on
D34 appears in the Projects Update in
this issue. A detailed article on the life of
DF34 by Bill Parkinson is also in this issue.
TOP:
D34 at the Goods Shed at Eskbank ready to
shunted along the Branch to the Workshop at
State Mine.
Zachary Dray

MIDDLE:
D34 was stabled inside the Goods Shed at
Eskbank after arriving from Port Kembla behind an
SSR G Class locomotive.
Zachary Dray

BOTTOM:
You have reached your destnation! D34 in position
in the Workshop at State Mine ready to undergo
restoration work before joinging its smaller
English Electric sisters in our operational fleet.
Zachary Dray
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State Mine Acquires Diesel Railcar 726
On 31 October 2001 a disasterous fire
at State Mine destroyed and damaged the
Shed and a number of items of rolling stock
including 761, the driving trailer of our
diesel railcar set. After a long search we
have finally managed to locate and acquire a
replacement in the form of 726, a technicaly
compatible partner for our railcar 661. On
5 September our newest piece of rolling
stock was transferred to Lithgow by low
loader and unloaded at the State Mine site..
The railcar will be refurbished and become
part of our operational fleet in the near
future. A report on 726 appears in the
Project Update in this issue.
TOP and BOTTOM RIGHT:
Railcar 726 is unloaded onto waiting
reconditioned bogies after arriving at the State
Mine Workshop.
Michael Wilson
BELOW:
Our driving trailer railcar 761 after being
extensively damaged in the disasterous fire at
State Mine on 31 October 2001.
John Oates

Bush Fires threaten
State Mine Heritage
Park and Railway

For several days in mid-October bush fires
in the State Mine Gully area threatened to engulf assets at State Mine Heritage Park and Railway. Thanks to the hard work of the
Rural Fire Service and volunteers from the State Mine Heritage Park and the Lithgow Railway Workshop all buildings and rollimg
stock were spared from damage. The fires also threatened homes in the outer Lithgow suburbs as well as the Clarence and Newnes
Junction areas. A series of fires raged across New South Wales with the worst affected areas being Lithgow, the lower Blue Mountains,
parts of the Southern Highlands and Lake Macquarie areas. Huge thanks are due to the many who worked so hard under very difficult
circumstances to minimise losses in all the affected areas.
LEFT:
Huge clouds of smoke cover the skyiine above State Mine Gully behind locomotives parked at Lithgow Railway Workshop. on Thursday 17 October.
Shayne Weckert
MIDDLE and RIGHT:
Eerie night time view of the Poppet Head at State Mine Heritage Park and rolling stock with the smoke filled skyline on 17 October.
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Projects Update
Rolling Stock Restoration

1

English Electric Locomotive D34

• Twist test by RailCorp passed with flying colours
• New batteries fitted
• Locomotive transferred from Port Kembla to Lithgow
• New fuel pumps being installed
• Regular woking bees held and scheduled
• Engine cleaned with degreaser
• Rust removal work in progress

Diesel Driving Trailer Railcar 761

2

• Bogies Prepared for Railcar.
• Railcar transferred to Lithgow
• Railcar placed on bogies and moved into Workshop

Steam Locomotive 2605

• Hydrostatic test completed satisfactorily
• New back stays in manufacture
• Tank removed in preparation of fitting of new stays in firebox
• Boiler inspection to follow installation of new stays

Ex-SAR car BE 343

• Restoration of the interior by Don and Karen Butler continues with excellent results
• Period lighting installation has commenced.

1: LSMR volunteers Evan Rees and Zachary Dray working on rust removal on locomotive D34.
2: Amazing what a good application of degreaser can do for an engine! D34 after an enging clean.
3: The tank being lifted off 2605 to allow replacement of damaged back stays.
4: 2605’s saddle tank is lowered gently to the ground.
5: A rare view of steam locomotive 2605 without its saddle tank.
6: Don and Karen Butler have made remarkable progress in refurbishing our ex-SAR car BF 343. Here
		 are the results of varnishing the interior and reinstalling seats. Period lighting will be reinstalled into
		 this car in the near future.
7: Karen Butler hard at work in BF 343.
8: Railcar bogies have been cleaned up and repainted in preparation for the arrival of railcar 761.
9: Railcar 761 mounted on its new bogies and moved inside the Workshop ready for restoration work.
10 and 11: Front and rear ends of railcar 761 in the Workshop.
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Projects Update
Workshop

12

• New bitumen floor laid
• Ventilators installed in roof

The Branch

• Farmers Creek Bridge painted and repairs carried out
• Repairs carried out to Inch Street Bridge

Eskbank Precinct

• ERHC has recently taken delivery of two 53kg turnouts for use in the depot development.
We would like to thank RailCorp for the donation and the Member for Bathurst Paul Tool
for his support in making it happen.
• Working bee held at site of Eskbank Loco Depot
• Track panels arrive for future use in locomotive depot and yard reconstruction.
• Working bee held at site of Eskbank Loco Depot
• Eskbank Makeover Day held
• Old Signal Stores Building makeover

12: A long overdue paint over has been carried out on the former stores building located in the forcourt
		 of Eskbank Station. Our Wednesday / Thursday volunteer group andmembers of the Lithgow & District
		 Model Railway Club wored on the building for a number of weeks. Unfortunately the structure has not
		 seen any paint since it was built around the late 1940s. Once completed the makeover will certainly
		 add some much needed colour to the Eskbank Station precinct and the eastern end of the Main Street.
		 More buildings are expected to get similar treatment in the future.
13: RailCorp “Leadership Program” participants, Lithgow State Mine Railway volunteers and Lithgow
		 Railway Workshop employees work on the site of the old Locomotive Depot and turntable in the
		 Eskbank precinct.
14: Volunteers tidy up the embankment at the Bridge Street bridge Eskbank Makeover Day.
15: Strengthening work undereway on the Inch Street Bridge on the State Mine Branch.
16: Eskbank Rail Heritage Centre has taken delivery of 26 panels of standard guage track to progress the
		 development of the the locomotive depot and yard reconstruction. The panels will be laid and ballasted
		 in due course. The delivery marks another important milestone in our push to bring this historic yard
		 and depot back to life.
17 and 18: New ventilators installed in the roof of the Workshop.
19: Levee improvements have been made to provide better protection to the footings of the Farmers
		 Creek Bridge on the State Mine Branch.
20: Painting underway on the Inch Street Bridge.
21: Henrys Cranes are alway around when there is heavy lifting to be done as seen here during the
		 unloading of the track panels in Eskbank Yard.
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For current News on our activities and woking bee dates
visit our Facebook Page at Lithgow State Mine Railway
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D34 – a short history and personal memories by Bill Parkinson
This locomotivemotive was ordered by AIS to improve coal transport to the works from Wongawilli
Colliery via the NSWGR Illawarra line between Unanderra and Brownsville. It was built at the English
Electric (EE) plant in Rocklea, Queensland, and was driven on revenue trains to Port Kembla. It arrived
at the works on the 3 May 1969 and commenced service two days later. D34 was the only 12-cylinder
locomotive purchased new for the company and was basically a one off design. The company was heavily
involved in the design of this locomotive as it was specifically designed to work in a heavy industrial
environment. The mechanical and electrical equipment was the same as the WAGR R class locomotives
mounted on an industrial strength underframe with fabricated bogies of a unique design. It heralded
in a new concept of power having pneumatic engine speed control, electronic engine load control and
dynamic braking. Because of these features it was basically not compatible with the earlier locomotives D1 to D33. It was also the
first steelworks locomotive to have a Hasler RT9 speedometer which was later changed to a recording tachograph.
D34 was the first locomotive to bring a subtle change to the colour scheme of the steelworks locomotive fleet. Locomotives D1
to D33 carried the works colours of tangerine body and black end striping, roof and running gear. D34 was painted the same but
the colour was changed from tangerine to Chamberlain orange, after 1969 the rest of the fleet were progressively painted into
this colour.
Because of its size it was referred to as the flagship of the fleet and was given the nickname “Queen Mary”, the only AIS locomotive
to have stainless steel handrails.
D34 had the capability for multiple unit control but was not fitted with this until later in its life.
Before it entered service it had one of many incidents it would be involved in over the next 35 plus years. As originally designed
it was to have a rotating beacon mounted on the cab roof. This was not fitted at Rocklea as it would have exceeded the railway’s
clearance envelope although after fitting by the locomotive shop it was to regularly venture out onto the NSWGR daily.
To make sure it would be acceptable D34 was driven light engine to the loading bins at Wongawilli and taken slowly through one
side of the double tracked bins to ensure the beacon would clear the bin doors. There was much jubilation when the locomotive
successfully negotiated that side of the bin and it proceeded to the head shunt to return on the other track.
The assumption was made that if it cleared that side it was ok for both sides and so it ran back under the bin at speed, unfortunately
the track to bin door height was slightly lower on the other track resulting in the total destruction of the beacon. The idea of the
beacon was then quietly forgotten. The electrical foreman thought that this was a blessing as he thought that at night somewhere
in the plant someone would be distracted by the flashing light and stand in the four foot looking at it and get run over by the rake
of flatcars it was pushing.
As with all the company’s locomotives it had a number of incidents and accidents, suffering at the hands of less than competent
drivers at times. One of the more memorable ones was a collision with a coal train on an adjacent track at a crossover in 1975.
One side of the cab was destroyed but there were no injuries to the crew. The repairs took about two weeks and interestingly
the boilermaker assigned to the job from the Fabricating shop was a railfan but of the purely steam side. He loved the 38 class and
was not impressed that he was there fixing up a dreaded diesel. He was an excellent tradesman and did a superb job on the cab,
so much so that it is hard to believe it was ever damaged. Sometime later it lost the stainless steel railings at no. 2 end when it hit
a concrete bucket on a highway overpass under construction.
An amount of surgery was also done on the dynamic brake canopy as a result of this incident.
During the mid 70s nearly all the fleet had air conditioning fitted to the driver’s cabs. D34 was so treated requiring modifications
to the electrical cubicle side access doors.
D34 on its first revenue run to Wongawilli, note the new curve side hoppers in the orange livery. Not a D34 was employed on a three shift
good colour for coal hoppers, labour intensive keeping them clean, painted grey within a short time.
rotating roster five days a week. As
there were rarely coal movements
on the weekend it would normally be
stabled but there was always a demand
for extra duties and it would find itself
in more exotic parts of the steelworks
pulling hot metal ladles or other vehicles
peculiar to the plant.
Because it was the only six-axle
locomotive in the works at this
time it would end up in places it was
not supposed to be. It soon became
renowned for finding bad track within
the works and kept the rerailing gang on
their toes.
With the imminent electrification of the
Illawarra line to Dapto in the mid 1980s
the company was asked to speed up
the Wongawilli run to reduce main line
transit times.
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As the steelworks required low speed locomotives for their ABOVE:
in the first red livery at Wongawilli, the hopper next to the locomotive also in
operations D34 was delivered with a medium speed set up.All EE D34
promotional colours.
locomotives use traction motor field shunting to increase track BELOW:
speed which is normally of two or three stages. D34 had one The aftermath of the collision with the coal train at the crossover.
stage. I designed the circuitry for a second stage, manufacturerd
the resistors and mountings and installed the equipment over a
period of weeks during the time it was in for maintenance. After
commissioning the locomotive’s performance was increased to
an acceptable level and continued on the main line run.
In 1988 D34 had the honour of being the first locomotive to be
painted in a different colour scheme to the standard orange with
black striping. The company decided to use D34 to promote
Australian steel as it was the locomotive most seen by the
public on its regular operation on the main line. It was painted
red with a broad white line along the body with “AUSTRALIAN
STEEL” figuring prominently in the white band.This was the start
of the end of the orange colours with the eventual repainting of
the fleet in red with white lining. With changes in management
and corporate identity of the steelworks a number of different
colour schemes resulted and D34 has displayed two of these
after the initial red scheme.
With the demise of English Electric as a locomotive builder parts became harder to source and the dynamic brake was removed
when it failed and parts could not be acquired.
Even though the next batch of locomotives, D35 to D45, were compatible with D34 and were fitted with multiple unit capability
it was not fitted with this equipment until the arrival of the ex-Goldsworthy locomotives, these being the same as the WAGR K
class (D50 and D51 were originally K202 and K203). Due to factors beyond their control the locomotive shop crew only ever got
three Ks running at any one time and so D34 was fitted out to run with a K to provide two multiple unit locomotive sets for coal
haulage. Air pipe couplings and a jumper socket were fitted to No. 2 end only. This did provide more problems for the maintenance
crew as it did not like working with the Ks. As D34 was a newer locomotive type than the Ks it had different power chacterisitics.
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The Ks were fitted with EEKV9 load
regulator which is resistive in design and
had a certain time lag in response, D34
has the later EEKV10 regulator which is
electronic and a fast response time.When
the driver in the leading K cut notch one
and D34 was assisting, it would bang into
the K as it was ready to go while the K
was sitting there thinking about moving.
Modifications were made to the circuitry
on D34 to slow it down and there was
no more complaints from the crew
when in multiple unit with a K but when
working on its own the crew complained
that it was not like it used to be, a no win
situation for the maintenance staff.
Because the K class locomotives had to
have mufflers fitted to comply with the
new sound regulations D34 ended up
with mufflers as well even though it did
not have to be, being on the plant before D34 posed at Nebo bins, this track no longer exists.
the new regulations came into force. As a
result of this it lost its distinctive cat’s ear exhausts. This did not go down too well with the crews as the outlets from the mufflers
were right next to the cab. The muffler back pressure reduced the horsepower by about 100hp, another factor not welcomed by
the crews.
A change in safety management resulted in the locomotive fleet losing their buffers and shunter’s steps and D34 was so treated
at the time it received the blue colour scheme.
In the 1990s other more powerful locomotives took over the coal and D34 was relegated to internal duties and the mufflers
removed. The Ks had been sold and when the traffic department and locomotive fleet were sold to Pacific National D34 became
surplus to requirements. It was switched off and placed on a siding awaiting its fate.
Hopefully soon it will leave the works for the last time for Lithgow where it will be restored to its former glory and start a new
life with the Lithgow State Mine Railway.
I would say it was not my favourite locomotive but I have an admiration for it as I have been involved with it through good times
and bad since it arrived back in 1969. Any locomotive that can survive in steelworks service for nearly 40 years has to have
something going for it.

Bill Parkinson

And now for something completely different....
10 October 2012
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Image Gallery

ABOVE LEFT:
Workmen laying the new bitumen floor in the workshop.

ABOVE RIGHT and LEFT:
Views of the completed floor.

Chris Ray

BOTTOM LEFT:
The Lithgow State Mine Railway originally got its start as a sub committee of
the Greater Lithgow Mining Museam back in 1993 when three individuals got
together to help the then Committee of the Mining Museum secure a licence
for the State Mine Branch from Rail Estate. From there the railway grew under
the auspice of the Greater Lithgow Mining Museun until 2006 when it became
the Lithgow State Mine Railway Limited, a not for profit company. In April 2013
two of those founding members Committee Chairman Michael Wilson and
Secretary Lee Burton made an inspection of the buttment remediation work
being carried out on the Farmers Creek Bridge. Lee had not been back to see
the progress taking place for a number of years. Lee has since taken up the
role of Membership Secretary of LSMRL.
BELOW:
Tired and happy volunteers after a working bee day on our steam locomotive
2605 in December 2012. From left are Chairman Michael Wilson,Dan Rea,
Tyson Pettit, General Manager Tim Elderton, Scott Arnell, Shane Weckert and
Steve Overmeyer.
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More News
Eskbank Rail Heritage Centre launched at Celebrate Lithgow 2012
As part of the Celebrate Lithgow 2012
program a number of displays were
presented at Eskbank Station, the
forecourt and hte Goods Shed area.
Those participating were Eskbank Rail
Heritage Centre, Lithgow State Mine
Railway Limited, Lithgow & District Model
Railway Club, Lithgow Railway Workshop,
Southern Shorthaul Railroad and Lithgow
Living History.
The oprtunity was taken on the occasion
to launch of the Eskbank Rail Heritage
Centre Concept. The Eskbank Rail
Heritage Centre, as the project is known,
in conjunction with the Lithgow State Mine
Railway have been working to transform
the former Eskbank Goods Yard into the
centre piece for Lithgow’s rail heritage
tourism strategy.
The Eskbank Railway Precinct has also
been recognised in the Lithgow Cultural
Precinct Study which was commissioned
by Lithgow City Council in 2010. The
study, which not only highlighted its
central position and heritage significance,
further indicated it would play a major
role in any tourist based development
centred round the area.The vision for the
precinct would see the original locomotive
depot, established in 1886, rebuilt with its
running shed and turntable restored to
its former glory. Eskbank Station and the
goods shed, complete with period picket
fences reminiscent of its appearance in
1910, is set to become the get on and
get off point for tourist trains heading to
Blast Furnace Park, Lake Pillans and the
Lithgow State Mine.
In time Eskbank Station will also lend itself
to become the mainline station for heritage
tourist trains heading to Newnes Junction,
the Zig Zag Railway and even destinations
to the west such as Wallerawang. Lithgow
State Mine Railway Chairman, Michael
Wilson, said “It is fitting therefore that the
Eskbank Rail Heritage Centre which has
been formally recognised as a museum
be publicly launched as part of this year’s
Celebrate Lithgow festivities so the
community can get a better understanding
of what is being proposed for the area and
also help us bring this project to fruition.”

ABOVE:
Councillor Frank Inzitari (right) officially launching the Eskbank Rail Heritage Centre with Chairman
Michael Wilson during Celebrate Lithgow festivities.

BELOW:
CEY002, one of several powerful computerised locomotives named after local sites was on display at
the Eskbank cntre. Owned by Centennial Coal and operated by Southern Shorthaul Railroad these were
parked for visitors to commemorate the Launch of the Eskbank Rail Heritage Centre during Celebrate
Lithgow 2012. These locomotives are used to haul coal out of Lithgow, the Hunter Valley and mines on the
Central Coast.
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Lithgow Railway Workshop Opened
A major milestone event for Lithgow
occured when Lithgow Railway Workshop
was officially opened on Wednesday
28 November 2012. Mayoress Maree
Statham unveiled a commemorative
plaque at the Workshop which operates
at State Mine Heritage Park. Two years
ago Elderton Engineering became the
commercial partner of State Mine Railway
recommissioning the branch line from
State Mine to Eskbank in exchange for
operating in the workshop. Elderton
Engineering later went into partnership
with Southern Shorthaul Railroad (SSR) in
conjunction with Centennial Coal servicng
and overhauling locomotives and wagons
employed on coal train operations in the
western coalfields.
Lithgow City Council has approved
a Development Application to install
additional tracks and facilites at the
workshop for future expanded operations.
Lithgow Railway Workshop supports the
rail heritage movement with restorations
and repairs to steam locomotives,
wagons and carriages, and diesel heritage
locomotives and passenger railcars.
Lithgow Railway Worksops is a valued
provider of local employment.
TOP RIGHT:
Lithgow Railway Workshop operates in the
workshop at State Mine. A line of locomotives and
heritage diesel railcars await attention outside the
workshop.

BOTTOM RIGHT:
General Manager Elderton Engineering, Tim
Elderton, Lithgow State Mine Railway Chairman,
Michael Wilson, Mayoress Maree Statham and
Lithgow City Council General Manager, Roger
Bailey, at the launch of Lithgow Railway Workshop.

RailCorporp lends a hand
When a group of 25 RailCorp ‘Leadership Program’
participants turned up to ‘lend a hand’ earlier this year
it was a case of combining efforts with local volunteers
to continue clean up and restoration activites already
begun at the Eskbank Rail Heritage Precinct between
Eskbank Station and the original 1882 sandstone
turntable footings next to Blast Furnace Park. All in
preparation for what will become the site of an 1886
Replica Locomotive Depot and Living Museum housing
tourist steam train operations to be run by Lithgow
State Mine Railway Ltd volunteers.
Employees of the Lithgow Railway Workshop were also
on hand again on the day offering expertise in guiding
operations. This has coincided with Lithgow City
Council’s resolution to endorse a partnership with
COC Ltd for train/wagon maintenance operations at
the Eskbank precinct and apply for funding under the ‘Resources for Regions Program’ for development of a Business/Industrial Park.
Progress in these areas will see paid positions created to supplement tourist operations with ongoing community support.
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New Members

The LSMR Board would like to welcome the following
new members;
Lee Burton
Brad Peadon		
Peter Durrant
William Spiller
Barry James
Jeff Thurlow
Robert McFarlane
Taylor Williams
Brian Maranda

Photo Credits this issue
Zachary Dray		 Chris Ray
Ben Hudson		 Shayne Weckert
John Oates 		 Michael Wilson

Our Sponsors and Supporters

LSMR gratefully acknowledges the past and continuing support from the following organisations;
Blue Scope Steel
Centennial Coal
Christopher Ray Landscaping & Excavating
Delta Electricity
Elderton Engineering Services
Exide Technologies

Henry Plant and Equipment Hire
Lithgow City Council
Lithgow Lighting
Lithgow Mercury
Lithgow Railway Workshops
Lovells Springs

Contact Us:

Workshop
and Office:
		
		
Postal Address:
		
		
Phone: 		
International:
Mobile: 		
		
		
		
Email: 		

Lithgow State Mine Railway Workshop
Lithgow State Mine Heritage Park
State Mine Gully Road
Lithgow NSW 2790
The Secretary
PO Box 350
Lithgow NSW 2790
(02) 6351 3437
+61 2 6351 3437
0427 455 580 Michael Wilson - Chairman
0429 140 654 Tim Elderton - General Manager
0448 501 049 Ron McNair - CFO
0432 843 870 Ben Hudson - Volunteer Services Coordinator
mail@stateminerailway.com.au

Follow LSMR on

www.stateminerailway.com.au
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RCR Power
Southern Shorthaul Railroad
Stanbe
Taylor Rail
The Little Website Company

Membership:

To become a member of Lithgow State Mine
Railway complete the Membership Form on the
back page or download a form at:
www.stateminerailway.com.au

Subscribe:

To subscribe to the Lithgow State Mine Railway
Newsletter provide your details at:
www.stateminerailway.com.au

Volunteer:

Contact Ben Hudson on 0432 843 870

Contributions:

If you have photos, stories or other contributions
to this Newsletter contact:
news@stateminerailway.com.au
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